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WON'T LET GO!

Off the coast of New England a fishing boat was
being tossed about in a rough sea. Suddenly a
seaman noticed a young man hanging to the
mast, lashed by the biting wind. In horror the
seaman ran to the Captain and exclaimed, "Look-.
Captain, your son is up there in grare, danger.
If he lets go he'll be dashed to pieces."

The Captain looked up and caiuniv replied,
won't let go."

lie

There is a moral in that little story. Many of us need to train
ourselves to withstand set -backs. We must learn how to meet
adversity. In every career, in every business, in every life, problems will present themselves. Some will be trivial. Some will be
serious. Some will seem almost insurmountable. It is then we
are put to the real test. To yield to strong resistance is a weakness. Someone has well said, "Only the game fish can swim upstream."
I1ere and there we find a strung man. lIis problems are many am
no different from those of others. But he keeps on bustling. Ile
knows that he is master of his own destiny. Whatever his future
shall be, he knows depends upon him and him alone. While others
are willing to float with the tide, he is swimming up- stream. Ile
doesn't know defeat. lie won't let go.

You've probably heard this philosophy before. But if only one
man who reads this will hitch up his belt another notch and say,
"I won't let go," this page has been worthwhile. Because, in time,
that fellow will be a successful man. I hope it is you.

J. E. SMITH,
President.
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Any Radiotrician who is eager to take fall advantage of his technical training should eoasider
setting up a sound recording business as a sideline to regular servicing. public address or other
radio work. Portable recording equipment of
satisfactory quality is now available at reasonable prices from a number of different manufacturers: with the suggestions given in this
article. a Itadiutrieian should have no difficulty
in ehoosing the proper equipment and mastering
the simple operating technique involved in making high- fidelity disc recordings which can he
played butts immediately on any ordinary
phonograph.

The first step in setting up a .onnd recording
enterprise is. of course. a thorough analysis of
the market for recordings in your community.
based primarily upon the volume of business you
can reasonably expect front the different types
of prospects otite yon have became established.

lhorpeelx for Uerurdinfm. Any one who aspires
io a career as a radio artist. entertainer or
annonneer is an ideal prospect for your sound
recording services. By practicing before a recording microphone. these amateurs can listen lo
their own performances and thereby determine
where improvement is necessary.
Teachers of music, singing. public speaking and
foreign languages recognize the value of recordings in making it possible for pupils to hear themselves. Since most teachers cannot afford to own
a complete reeordiug system themselves. they are
excellent prospects for a recording service and
should be considered in your market survey.
School teachers specializing in speech correction
likewise find a recording service invaluable.
Successful radio artists occasionally desire to
have recordings made, so they cran hear exactly
how they sound over the air.

Maury orchestraj. today secure engagements in distant cities simply by having high -fidelity recordings made of a untither of selections and sending
these recordings as samples of their work. Orchestra leaders are generally willing to pay
liberally for this service. since it eliminates the
necessity of having the entire orchestra make a
long trip on the mere chance of securing an engagement.

itecordings of speeches or of entire programs at
important local celebrations in a community can
often be sold to the sponsor's of the celebration
or to those participating. ('lass ldays and other
dratuatk productions, as well as luially produced
concerts. can likewise result in business for the
owner of a portable recording system.
Sound recordings of entire wedding ceremonies
are rapidly becoming as much a part of the get ting- married procedure as are wedding photngraphs. Few indeed are the young couples who
will turn down all of portnuit' to secure a living
record of this all- important event.
Messages of congrat nlatimcs, holi,l ::y greetings or

simply cheery words of conversation are being
recorded extensively today, and the finished discs
sent to friends and relatives in distant places.
Far superior to written messages or photographs
are these vocal messages. for every inflection of
the voice and every word is clearly distinguishable. Many parents are recording the voices and
songs of their children to preserve for play -hack
in future years and to treasure along with childhood snapshots and bronze -plated baby shoes.
The field of criminology should also he considered. There is a demand for portable recorders
among lawyer's. who often desire to record secretly the conversations in a room or location
for use as evidence in lawsuits and divorce cases.
Detectives and other police officials often rent
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recorders for nee in recording conversations of
criminals when it is impractical for the detective
to hide in the room. Confessions of criminals, recorded with every inflection of the voice, often
carry far more weight in court than even signed
written confessions. Recorders are also being
used for court reporting purposes. making permanent records of every word spoken durinc a trial.
Radio advertisers on local stations often desire
to have recordings made of their programs as
broadcast. to preserve for reference purposes.
for improvement of the program. or as evidence
that they are entitled to a refund in the event
that the program is not handled properly by the

broadcast station. An ordinary radio receiver
of fairly high fidelity is used to bring in a desired program when it k 161 e recorded.
I

rh

ice of FJquipment. In this matter. I want to
recommend first of all the purchase of a complete portable recording system from a single
manufacturer. rather than the purchase and assembly of the individual components. My own
experience and that of others in this field has
shown that it is impractical for an individual
to attempt to assemble a satisfactory sound recnrdtug system even when the individual components are of the hest quality. As one manufacturer states. "the final recording is only as good
as the weakest link in the chain from the mike
to the eutting head :" furthermore, the final fidelity eh a met erist ics of a system depend not so roach
upon the fidelity charaeterist¡es of the individual
components as upon how well the parts are
matched to each other and upon how much equalization is present in the audio amplifier.
A

complete portable sound recording system con-

sists of a high- quality microphone, a high -fidelity
audio amplifier, a motor -driven turntable. a cutting head, a play -back phono pick -up. and a loudspeaker for play -back. In general. the first consideration in the choice of a sound recording
system is that of fidelity. Obviously. higherfidelity equipment is needed for recording musical
programs than for speeches where higher frequencies are almost completely absent. With systems
purchased from reliahle manufacturers, price is
a good criterion of fidelity.

Fairchild- Proctor model F26 recorder in use. Made by
Fairchild Aerial Camera Corp., 62 -10 Woodside Ave.,
Woodside, New York City.

Oftentimes radio fans themselves will desire to
have particular programs, such as the speeches
of the president and of other notable people, or
special broadcasts in which they are particularly
interested, recorded so they can be played hack
at any desired time in the future.
This list will undoubtedly suggest to you numerous other uses for modern portable sound recording equipment in your particular locality. There
is every reason to believe that recording can lie
a profitable side -line if you are located in a fairly
large city or in a smaller city- where unusual
industrial. business, entertainment. edncatboial
or governmental activities may result in a greater
than normal demand for your services.
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nest be prepared to invest at least several
hundred dollars in your recording system if you
expect to record musical programs successfully
and secure business from those who desire to
preserve every high- frequency inflection of the
voie. 'line. you can get by with a system costing in the vicinity of :Finn when it is only necessuny- to record spoken words un they will be cleanly
understandable when played bark. but such a
low -priced system would eventually have to be
replaced as your business aided. Remember
--the better your equipment, the easier it will
be for you to secure business at a charge which
will putt' back your investment and give a good
You

profit besides.

Fnetorx Afretin,q F'icfrlily. The fidelity of a
sound recording system depends essentially upon
the frequency range and quality of the cutting
head, the stability of the turntable. and the type
of disc used, for all other components of a quality recording
tem will in general he capable of
giving more than satisfactory fidelity.
.

In general, the cutting head governs the frequency range of the system, and consequently
many manufacturers specify the frequency respsnuse of the cutting head rather than that of the
entire system.

Any wobble in the turntable or any variation in
its speed will result in unsteadiness of tone.
This may not be noticeable in certain types of

recordings. such as of swing music. but will
result in unsatisfactory recordings of classical
selections.
'l'he 00 -cycle synchronous motor which is generally used to drive the turntable should be
mounted in such a way that motor vibration cannot reach the turntable or recording head. The
motor speed is considerably greater than that desired for the turntable. and consequently a speed reducing mechanism must be employed. One pop
ilar drive method for portable systems is based
ninon the use of rubber -faced rollers which drive
the
tlic tint of the turntable by friction.
pressure on the roller is released immediately
after each recording to avoid forming a "flat"
on the rubber roller, entirely satisfactory results
can he obtained. Another popular mechanism is
the steel ball friction drive.
-

if

new needle is more likely to follow the high -frequency fluctuations at the center of the disc.

Although some sound recording systems can he
sectn'e41 With only a 78 r.p.m. speed. I consider
the extra cost of a dual -sieed system well institied. A l:r- minute disc is highly desirable when
recording long programs, to :void loss of part
of the program while changing discs.

Pilch in Lbws e'er Inch. The playing time of a
record depends not only upon the actual diameter
of the disc, but also upon the number of lines
per inch which our cut alnmg the diameter. A
feed screw which is driven by the turntable
either through gears or belts moves the cutting
head gradually outward or inward to space the
grooves uniformly on the disc. Some systems

The turntable itself should he fairly heavy, with
most of its weight concentrated in the rim in
order to obtain maximum fly-wheel effect and
thereby smooth out vibrations and variations in
spx'l'll.
a good portable recording system. the greatest source of noie is at the point of contact of
the cutting needle with the re( 1(1 disc, and this
varies with the type of recording disc used.

in

Recording Speeds. Found recordings are made
at one of two speeds. 78 r.p.m. or 3:3 1 /3 r.p.m.:
most recording turntables are provided with a
lever or other mechanism for changing over from

one speed to the other. The use of Oils lower
spied gives a bocce- playing record. but at the
same time result, in somewhat poorer 11(11111'
:11141 a higher scratch or noise level. With a 33 1 /:I
r.p m. speed, lip -iuc'h discs which Will play for 1:5
minutes are generally used. With a S r.p.m.
,i44e11. 1'_' -inch discs playing for 5 minutes are
standard. but smaller- diameter discs than these
can he used in either case when desired.

Records cut al 7S r.p.m. are always started at
the outside of the discs. but with 33 1/3 r.p.m.
recordings. it is common practice to start the
cutter at the inside. at least :l 3/3 inches away
from the center of the disc. The reason for this
is quite practical, being baked upon the fact that
the needle used in playing a 15- minute record

considerably worn after a few minutes
of playing. with consequent broadening of tine
point. 'l'he linear velocity of the needle in the
groove is lower near the center of the record
than at the outer edges. and therefore the sound
track is more crowded Ithe distance between
hecomm's

groove is less) near the center of the
4Iisc. : \t the higher frequencies being recorded.
the physical size of a worn -out needle point becomes comparable to the distance between peaks
(the wavelength) on the disc, and these high
frequencies are bridged over by the needle. A
peaks in

a

Vibro- Master model F recorder, made by VibroMaster Successors, 2744 Broadway, New York, N. Y.
Note use of heavy drapes over windows to improve
acoustical qualities of room.

provide means for changing the speed of the
feed screw with relation to that of the turntable
in order to secure three or fouir 41it'e'eut pitches
front 90 to 150 lines per inch. while other systems
provide for only a single pitch of approximately
110 lines per inch. The lower the pitch. the
greater will he the distance between grooves on
the disc and the greater will he the permissible
amplitude to which the cutting head may he
driven without overcutting into an adjacent
groove.
11,441 Where it is desired
to record with maximum amplitude a program in
which lost' or bass frequencies :ire quite predominant. A high pitch. on the outlier hand, would
be used where it is desired to secure the maximum possible playing time at some sacrifice in
fidelity and with shallower grooves. A single

A low pitch would be
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pitch of about 110 lines per inch will generally
he satisfactory for general recording purposes,
however, so do not let the question of pitch influence your choice of a system.
7'I(prx of Disc" A reliable. There are two types
of discs, each having certain :advantages and
disadvantages, in general use today for instantaneous recording. It will be worth while to muskier these in some detail, since the type of disc
used has an important effect upon fidelity.

('ellulove- (`oatrd Discs. This is the best grade
of disc made today for instantaneous recording
purposes. and consists of a heavy aluminum disc
which is coated on each side with a special cellulose compound (cellulose nitrate is often used t.
This coating is soft enough to he cut by it steel
or sapphire cutter needle and yet dnr:ahle enough
so it can be played with a steel reproducing
needle immediately after cutting. The cellulose
compound is carefully prepared and filtered to
remove impurities which might dull the cutting
needle and produce surface noise. anal is applied
in such a way as to produce a mirror- smooth
surface of uniform consistency.

l'hr else of an aluminum base for the cellulose
snakes the disc unbreakable and non-inflammable.
The thread cut from the disc during recording
is highly inflammable, however. and should be
placed in a close metal container tilled with
water immediately after a recording is made.

Either sapphire needles, hand -polished steel
needles or diamond needles are required for
cutting cellulose -coated discs. It is highly essential that the needle he sharp, properly ground
and mounted at the correct cutting angle. The
average cutting life of a sapphire needle is from

hours, after which it should be sent back
to the factory for resharpeniug. These needles
may be resharpened about eight times, according
to one manufacturer. Hand- polished steel needles
of high quality give results practically equal to
those of satgahire needles for one or two 16 -inch
recordings, but surface noise increases rapidly
with additional recordings :is the needle becomes
dull. 'l'he choice of needle will depend upon the
nature of the particular job at hand.
10 to 15

('ellulose-coated records can he used al either
speed, but will have slightly more surface noise
at :i3 1/3 r.p.m. Pressure on the cutting needle
is quite critical, and must he carefully adjusted
to give a groove depth of .0It:; inch: this will
make the thread which is cut from the groove
about the thickness of It human hair. On some
recorders a counter -balance sluing or weight is
provided for adjusting the depth of cut, placing a
weight of from one to three oliltt is on the needle,
while others have in addition an advance-ball,
which is a piece of sapphire about the diameter
of the lead in a pencil. with a rounded and highly
polished end. This advance -hall rides on the cellu-

The highest quality cellulose- coasted dises are
available in various diameters from 6 inches to
16 inches. with the larger discs naturally being
considerably higher in price. Low- priced cellulose- coated discs in diameters from 6 to 12 inches
are also available. these Leine 'mended for test
recordings. and for uses win Ty high -fidelity and
permanence are not essential. The aluminum
base on these discs is considerably thinner than
on the standard coated discs. making the records
flexible and less durable.
Schools and colleges use recordings as aids in correcting speech defects and in teaching public speaking. Portable recorders such as this can be set up in
any classroom.

lose surface of the disc. about 3/16 of an inch
ahead of the cutting needle, and is so mounted
as to maintain automatically a constant depth
of groove throughout the recording regardless of
variations in the density of the wax.

Many orchestra leaders make recordings regularly
to aid in developing new arrangements, to study the
work of individual musicians in the orchestra, and to
use in securing new out -of -town engagements.
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Surface noise on a properly cut cellulose disc
is extremely low for about six playings of the
disc, and as many as 100 playiugs are possible
before surface noise makes the recording unsatisfactory for further use. Record- preserving
fluids are available for application immediately
after cutting; these tend to harden and lubri-

cate the grooves. reducing the wear which is
caused by the reproducing needle. The use of a
fluid such as this is recomtucnacd when discs
are to be preserved for any period of time and
are to be played hack many tiares.
Aluminum discs. with their
surfaces polished to mirror brightness. are con siderahly lower in cost than coated discs but have
a higher surt'sce noise and do not give as true
reproduction. Diamond-pointed cutting needles
are required for aluminum. with one needle haw ing an average cutting life of several hundred
hours. Considerably heavier needle pressure is
.11eininuno I)jxrx.

Recording a radio program with a Presto Junior
Sound Recorder.
Favorite programs and speeches
can be preserved; amateurs and DX fans can secure

indisputable proof of reception of far -distant stations.

will prove satisfactory. Select your unit carefully. after studying all available literature and
iuforw:ttion, for upon your choies hinges to a
creal extent the success of sound recording as a
side -lice for you. l'on can. of course, secure
literature free ou request from the manufacturers
of sourd recording equipment.
Concealed recorders are used by many business firms
for training their new salesmen. Improvement is
rapid when student salesmen hear their own faults.

misfired, from 15 to 1S ounces. and consequently
recorders designed both for wanes and aluminum
discs tutest have some means of varying the
needle pressure. One manufacturer supplies a
special weight which is attached when cutting
ou aluminum.
Experience will enable you to determine when
the fidelity available from a modern aluminum
disc will be .satisfactory for a particular job.
Another point to hear in mind is that aluminum
discs are more durable and have a longer life
in any climate than coated discs: for this reason
aluminum might be preferable when recording
voices of children for preservation over a period
of years. Non- metallic needles, such as those
made of thorn. cactus. bamboo or fiber must he
used when playing aluminum discs. Incidentally.
pregrooved aluminum discs are intended only
for the lower -priced home recording systems:
you will always use blank discs, for professional
quality recorders all have menus for properly
spacing the grooves.

The foregoing information, together with the
analysis of the market for recording his your lucality. should enable you to choose intelligently
a suitable sound recording system for your particular business. Various systems which are considered suitable are illustrated in this article.
but there are many others on the market which

Icrordinp Trclaaaio,er, Although the iustruetion
manuals which lure supplied with complete re-

cording systems generally cover in considerable
detail the exact procedure for making various
tyIs's of reeordiugs, there are a number of points
in this procedure which 1 particularly want to
st tress.

It is always better to record in a room which
has been arranged specifically for this purpose.
This means that the walls have been soundproofed by covering with an absorbent material
such as t'elolx. and drapes are available if
necessary to prevent undesirable reflections of
sound. \ \'ith a portable system, however, record ing technique will be much the same in the
studio as at an outside location or in the home of
a customer.
Continuous munituriug of the sound level at the
cutter is essential to prevent this level from getting so high that the cutter needle breaks into
adjacent grooves. A single exceptionally loud
sound or crescendo of music can. if not offset by
a reduction in the gain of the amplifier, result
in cut -over and thus ruin a recording. The reproducer needle will swing through the cut -over
section into the next groove and either skip an
entire revolution of the recording or follow the
same groove over and over again.

rehearsal of the program to be recorded is
recommended wherever possible. No disc is cut
during the rehearsal, but the operator watches
the level -indicating meter and notes where peaks
A
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occur which may require a reduction in gain.
When recording outdoors in locations where
sudden loud noises may be expected. the record ing will have to be done at a low enough level
to prevent over -modulation or cut -over. This
will, of course, bring up the noise level when
the recording is played back at normal volume.
Keeping the microphone as close as possible to
the source of the sound loving recorded and securing the cooperation of those in the vicinity
to prevent unexpected loud sounds which might
be picked up by the microphone. will result in a
better recording.

Practically all complete recorder systems have
provisions for plugging in headphones for mouiOwing' pnrpoo-t s. The sound level meter itself
simply hulk-afoot: level without showing whether
it is noise .rr di -sired program: the headphones
tell how notch noise there actually is.
t

\WluWn

Ilse play -bark loudspeaker and

amplifier

are mounted in a silo rate earryinig rase from

the recorder, provisions are _uurr:tlly incorporated for plugging the loudspeaker into the amplifier for monitoritic purposes: in this case the
loudspeaker is in parallel with the rupin; head.
1
ndspeal:et rain be used for monitoring only
Mien the microphone is in a different room:
otherwise there WI/11111 be au oiisti,' feed -havé and
howling just as in a l'.. \. system.
I

The saune principles apply tu the arranging of
performers around a recording microphone as
for public address systems and Iwo ailrast studios.
A rehearsal for monitoring purposes is the best

possible check upon the arrangement of performers and should be made whenever possible.
Too much cannot be said concerning the importance of leveling the recording turntable. It is
obvious that any tilt in the turntable will cause
the cutter to swing more heavily to one side of
a groove than the other, impairing the fidelity
of the recording and lowering the maximum permissible amplitude without cut -over. A small
spirit level is provided with some recording systems for this purpose; it is placed upon the turntable ts'fore ai recording is made and the carrying
case is blocked up with pieces of wood or card board (if adjustable foot :ire not provided i until
the turntable is absolutely level in two directions
at right angles to each other. If a spirit level is
not provided with your system, you eau purchase
one in any hardware store.

Preliminary adjustments of a recording system
are just as impurt:uit as are preliminary adjustments in a high -priced caillera, and furgetfullass ill even tae resi ('i't will ruin the results ill
butte eases. lu It typical all-purpose recorder you
must adjust for the following things: 1, turntable
speed; 2, pitch in lines iter inch: ;I, direetiou of
travel of cutter (front e'nter out or from outside in) -1, tylie and diameter of disc used: a,
type of cutter needle; t, weight on cotter needle
(aluminum iliss rcyuitc greater weight than
coated discs) 7. depth of groove cut tan inexpensive micrometer caliper is recommended for
this purpose, it being used to measure the thickness of the
cut by the needle) s, plugging
in of power cords and monitoring phones or loudspeaker, and proper positioning of all switches;
tl, adjusting cutter needle to correct angle for the
type of (list. used. Lower-priced systuo< Will not
have all of these adjustments, thereby simplifying the setting up provedure.
;

:

t

;

When starting to record, the cutter head should
be lowered gently onto the disc while the turntable is running to keep shocks at :t minimum.
lust before you are ready to record, place a lest
record on the turntable and rut a few gruu ces
without speaking into the microphone: a Hissing
or squealing sound heard when these grog yes :ue
piayeil ha l: indic:uvs either that the needle is
dull or is set at the wroug angle. and corrections
are uerr.sary before the rc -ordiug cant be made.
\ \'hen cutting a cellulusi' -mated disc, allow the
thread to wind up around the center spindle
when cutting from the outside in. Never let it
become tangled around the cutting needle.

Prestor Junior Sound Recorder in use. Made by
Presto Recording Corp., 139 West 19th St., New
York, N. Y.
Page
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The lighter the pressure of the cutting needle on
the record, the longer will be the life of the record; the most satisfactory pick -ups are those
which require a pressure of only about 11/2 to 2
ounces. With cellulose- covered discs, be sure to
(Page
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Tike £aOaeaaep doge
By

GEORGE J. ROHRICH

The purpose of this department is
to furnish supplemental experiments to students who lung completed their home Laboratory
Course. but releo Trish additional
lahoratary experience. You are
not required to perform these experiments. but you trill gain increased knowledge by doing so.

Most of the material required trill
be that r'eeeired as part of the
Laboratory ('nurne. Any other
material necessary ran be purchased eery reasurarldy and Will

constitute an investment rather
than an expense, as it trill serre
as replacemenln in ner rice mark
or be useful in your shop later.

George J. Rohrich, Engineer
in Charge N. R. I. Laboratory

AN EXPOSITION OF EXPERIMENT NO.
lsperiment No. ll in Ille s,'cnl111 cx)n'rimt'utal
t'titfit tolls you how to calibrate a voltmeter for
use as an ohmmeter.

For the rapid servicing of modern radio equip-

ment. the "011011111.11`1' is fast becoming the most
dependable instrument for testing the condition
of the parts used in the various circuits. Most
servicemen realize ihts. but from the amount of
correspondence reteivetl on the subject of calibrating :t voltmeter for use as int "ohmmeter."
they believe the ohmmeter k a mysterious device
and That the process of "calibraliug'' is even
more secret.

Phis article will show that there is nothing mysterious about the matter. The procedure is just
as simple as telling you haw to calibrate a "ruler"
Ill' "Y:ar,istitk." which k marked in " inches" for
Ilse as a ",levire. which measures -gallons" of
water in a taut,.
Let us draw a comparison between lit volt
nielet'" used in Experiment No 11 ;nut t hi, ' rider'
used iu the tank. \Ye linty that the "c,jlnieter"
has a area!,. l.i l:ewise. the "ruler" has a scale.
-

Let its get

a

clear !Dietary in our minds of

a

.scale.

.\ scale is 'a s.'th -s of marks" placed on ti measuring device. The scale allows ton to measure the
nO niai' of units of some quantity.

The scaly of our "mm'tor" is marked in "volts."
The scale of our "ruler" in marked in "inches."

The part, which evidently causes confusion at

I

I

a scale marked for measuring out'
kind of quautit)-, frequently can be used for
measuring another kind of quantity. Thus, the
meter with its scale marked in ''vdtlis'' can he
cat/boded for measuring "oluus." Likewise, the
"ruler" which is scaled for measuring. "inches"
can be Calibrated for measuring 'gallons."

time's, is that

Two things must be done to "calibrate"

a

device.

"l'alibrate''

moans to determine the true undue
of (by nietli.aIs of row purism? or by methods of
raidi!,,! ¡t?,, and record these true values of a
quantity
methods of marking numbers on the
scales, or v methods of making a "table" or a
"graph" where fou list the true number of units
trille resinnet to the number of nuivhs or twits ou
the original scale.)
I

t

I

i

Therefore. "calibrate" means to drier/aim. and
record the true meaning of the marks on any
graduated scale.
The graduated scale mai' have numbered marks
already. bec:nise il was ralibraled pet rioixlp
for some ente dlelitiite purpose. Yon lita\ noel
to correct or cheek the original calibratins.
Furthermore. most devices (meters or rulers)
cran br axed far .ceium! pnrpnsr:x. Yon nut3' tared
to etuilidratv' the sc;alo for another ldnrpos, than
originally calibrated. 'l'hal is the whole story in

outline forai.

Let us now study the procedures rt.' calibrating
in further detail. Notice that I said there are
two methods for determining the true value of
(Page
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quantity. The first is by comparison, the second

is by calculation.

First we shall study the "comparison method"
with the ruler placed in an empty water tank.
The ruler is 10;n ei in a definite position for this
purpose. It is placed upright in the tank so we
can mensure (compare) the depth of water registered on the scale of the ruler. Then we pour
in a known amount of water, let us say, one
gallon. in a particular tank where the dimensions are correct, these dimensions being correct
by accident or by proper design, we might find
that "owe gallon" causes a depth of "one inch"
to be registered on our "ruler." A further test
by comparison would then pro/midi/ show that
t

I

"two gallons" causes a depth of "two inches"
and so on. our scale for "inches" then automatically will register the correct scale for,
"gallons." You will agree there is nothing mysterious abort this method of determining and
recording (calibrating) our ruler.
When calibrating the scale of the ruler by the
comparison method while it is placed in a tank.
we might expect more irregular or unusual conditions than described above. For example, the
ruler may be reversed so the numbered scale of
inches reads from top to bottom in the tank. If
the scale is 12 inches long, then "one gallon"
causes a registration at "cleren inches." while
".tiro gallons" registers at ''ten inches." "three
gallons" registers at "nine inches" and so on. Now
we must do one of three things: (1) re-mark the
scale, (2) make a "table." or (:3) make a "graph."
Again you will agree there is nothing mysterious
about calibrating this scale because you simply
determine and record the true meaning of the
marks on the scale.
Now turn your attention to Experiment No. 11.
Itere you have conditions which are similar to
those described above. You have a scale on the
meter marked in "volts." This numbered scale

progresses from left to right, starting at 0 and
ending at 50. After calibrating, if you were to
record the "ohms" scale directly on the meter,
your calibrated scale would read from right to
left. The 0 of this `ohms" scale would be where
45 is on the "volts" scale. provided your battery
produced this deflection while you measured no
ohms.
Known amounts of "ohms" are between terminals
1 and 2 on the potentiometer. The true amount
depends upon the setting of the dial attached
to the shaft of the potentiometer. You have
no ohms when you set this potentiometer dial
to zero. Then you have loo ohms between these
terminals I and 2 when you set the potentiometer
dial to its first mark. This first mark is not
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numbered. Neither are the next eight marks
numbered because only the tenth mark is numbered, and every ten additional marks thereafter,
up to and including 100 marks for identifying
10,000 ohms. This is done for the sake of providing you with a neat and simplified dial.
You have 2(N) ohms between terminals i and 2
when you set time potentiometer dial to its second
mutrk. with as added amount of 100 ohms included by advancing. tle dial to its third mark
and so on. Tints you have 1000 ohms at the tenth
mark. 2000 ohms at the twentieth mark and continuing until you have loo )0 ohms at the hundredth mark on the dial. This amount of 10,000
ohms is the highest amount available as furnished by the Institute for making your calibrations by means of the coinp:r'isou method. Of
course. you can obtain addit ional known resistors
for extending your calibrutti nis. or else you can
resort to the method of calculation.

In experiment No. 11 yen simply determine what
your deflections are for a given quantity of
"ohms" by holding the test prods on terminals
1 and 2 and observing where the needle points
on the original "volts" scale. Then you record
your observations for future reference in the
"Table No. 1" which is provided for your convenience. Your calibrations will be most useful
when you extend your table, so you have recording for every 2011 ohms.
In the Report Statement for Experiment No. 11
you put your "ohmmeter" to pract ical use in finding how many ohms of resistance are contained in
the headphone. You place the test prods on the
terminals of the headphone. Your meter deflects
to approximately .t.t on the "volts" scale, which
you look up in your table extended to Include
this calibration and find that you have 1200 ohms.
Or you obtain 3:3 on the "volts" scale and then
transfer the test prods to terminals 1 and 2 on

the potentiometer. rotating the potentiometer
dial until you again get a reading of 33, after
which you will see that the dial registers 1200
ohms.

There is a second method for determining the
true amount of the quantity you record. This involves calculation with the aid of arithmetic.
For example, there are 2.11 cubic inches in a
gallon. We can now reason and later use this
fact that the number of square inches on the bottom of a tank, when divided by 231 will give us
the number of gallons for each inch in depth.
Similar ly, we can find by calculation how many
ohms will he indicated by a deflection which is
read on the volts scale. The formula is given on
the bottom of page 6, at the end of Exp. No. 11.

Portable Recorders

as a

Profitable Side -Line

apply the preservative solution immediately after
recording if long record life is desired.

With aluminum discs there is no thread cut out
from the surface the needle simply presses the
groove into the aluminum. No preservative solutions are required for aluminum discs.
;

With modern electric phonographs, high -quality
steel playing needles give best results on cellulose-coaled dism but fiber or thorn needles can
also ho used. With the old- fashioned acoustical
phonographs, where the reproducer and needle
are at the end of a tone arm which is a part of
the horn, steel needles which are bent at an angle
should be used to offset the weight of the heavy
pick -up unit and reduce record wear. These bent
needles can be obtained from almost any modern
manufacturer of recording equipment. Straight
non- metullie needles should he used for play-back
of aluminum records on all phonographs.

(Continued from page 8)

Making Duplicate Records. Duplicate records can
be made by playing the original recording on a
separate turntable and connecting the pick -up tu
the microphone input terminals of the recording
system. This process can be repeated until the
original record boconies noisy or drops off materially in fidelity. but naturally the process involtes considerable time.
.e number of firms offer inexpensive record press ing services to small recording studios or to
lu,rsuns requiring several copies of any particular
recording. The process used is much the saute as
that followed in making ordinary phonograph
records. The surface of the original cellulose coated disc is made electrically conductive by
spreading over it a thin layer of an extremely

The fact that a recording system gives satisfactory results \vlwn first used is no guarantee
that it will continue to perform properly. Each
and every part of the system must work perfectly
at all tines and therefore the apparatus should
be checked at regular intervals for deterioration
or possible signs of trouble. furthermore, a recording system is a delicate piece of scientific
apparatus and must be treated as such; rough
handling, particularly of the cutter head and
pick -up, can ruin the fidelity of the system and
necessitate extensive repairs.
Play-back. When doing commercial recording, it
is usually necessary to play back the dise immediately for the customer. The quality of your
work will he judged by the sound of this 11rst
play -back, and therefore every piece of apparatus
used in the play-back must be capable of as high
fidelity as that originally used in recording.
Furthermore, the play-back should be in a room
having favorable acoustics.
Recording Radio Programs. In recording radio
programs it is, of course, possible to place the
recording microphone near the loudspeaker of a
radii( receiver. but this is not conventional !mactire. far better results are obtained by removing
the microphone entirely and making connections
across the voice coil of the receiver loudspeaker
for direct feed into the microphone input terminals of the recording amplifier. The voltage
across the voice coil is usually of such a value
that a proper recording level can be obtained
by adjusting the receiver and amplifier gain controls. Since no microphone is used, the receiver
loudspeaker can he used for monitoring purposes
and therefore need not be disconnected. With
this set -up the fidelity of the radio receiver will
affect the fidelity of the recording.

Vibro- Master model F recorder, made by VibroMaster Successors, 2744 Broadway, New York, N. Y.
Note the sound level- indicating meter in the canter of
the inclined panel.

line conducting powder such as graphite. 'l'he
(lise is then placed in an electroplating bath and
copper plated to a thickness of approximately
1/16 inch. The ('upper covering is then carefully
removed from the disc and placed in a special
hydraulic press, where a plastic material is
Pressed into the grooves of the disc and then
hardened by steam and heat treatments to produce an exact duplicate of time original recording.
Practically any desired number of duplicate discs
can be made from this master copper disc. When
records are to be duplicated by this process.
record on only one face of the record and allow
ample margin inside and outside of the recorded
area on your disc. I1uplIcates can be also made
when the original recording is on an aluminum
disc.

Jloto to Determine Charges. Charges for recording service are determined in much the same way
as charges for radio servicing work. An example
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will best illustrate how this should be clone.
Let us assume that your total initial investment
in sound recording equipment exclusive of needles
and discs is $-lul (yes, it takes cash to break into
this profitable side -line). You can expect an

average life of two years from this equipment,
for at that time you will either have to pay for
a complete overhaul of each part of the system
or invest in new and Metter equipment; this
mealls that the depreciation of sound recurdiug
equipment is rather high, and tt proportionate
amount of the initial investment must be charged
off to each recording.

Estimate the number et' reeerdinc NVIlteh you can
reasonably expect to sell in Iliis two year period,

You must also consider the actual expense involved in making a particular recording. This

must take into account the cost of the cutting
and play-back needles, the cost of the discs used
(this of course varies with the type and diameter
of disc), the cost of any (lises used for test purposes or rehearsals on at particular job, and any
transportation exlenses involved where you make
the recording outside of your studio. If you use
your own automobile. figure a flat rate per mile
for it, which includes depreciation and wear on
tires and other parts as well as the actual cost
of gas and oil. Naturally this actual expense incurred ou a job will vaiv a :;rent deal with the
number of recordings ruade. it It its assume a
valne of $1.51) for our example.
Next you must figure the charge for ywir time
and that of tiny assistants whom you eualiloy. This
can well be the saune hourly rate used for computing radio servicing charges: here again. the
greater the number of recordings made with a
particular set -up. the less time you will have to
charge to each recording for preliminary work.
An average charge per record for your own services could well be $1.50.

This still leaves a it the profit on your original
investment.
like to figure this by adding 10';,
I

Presto Model D recorder, made by Presto Recording
Corp., 139 West 19th st., New York, N. Y. The
photo on the front cover of this issue shows this model
in use.

basing your estimate upon the initial market
survey nude before you bought the equipment.
Let us suppose that this estimate amounts to
41$) records in two years; this means that your
charge must itrlude $1 for depreciation on each
record.
The overhead of your sound recording side -line
is the next thing to figure. This should include
a proportionate share of your rent, heat, telephone, electric bills. all advertising expense
chargeable directly to the recording business,
and all other expenses which are out specifically
incurred on any one recording. This overhead
might well figure up to be $401 also for a two-year
period, making the charge per record for overhead about $1.
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Left: Universal complete single -unit portable recorder.
Right: Universal two -unit portable recorder. Both
made by Universal Microphone Co., Ltd., Inglewood,

Calif.

to the clatu'ge as computed without considering
profit; in this example, theft, the protit would be
10% of $5, or 50 cents, and the average charge
lx'r record would he $5.50. This is not at all an
unusually high price for a 12-inch (lise, particu-

larly where only one or two records are involved.
Your charges may range from $1.7tt for a 6-inch
disc to $10 or $15 for 1h -inch disc recorded at
33 1/3

r.p.m.
(Page

15,

please)
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You will, of course, have to offer

for making large quantities of recordings, such
as when recording a series of radio programs, an
entire celelrition or other special event, an entire
class play, concert or recital. Furthermore, if
there are other sound recording studios in your
vicinity. you will have to give some consideration
to the prices which they charge. By this I do not
mean that you should match their prices or go
under them, for that mighit mean operation at a
loss and eventual failure of your recording business. There are other ways to offset competition
-by advertising heavily yourself. by offering
better equipment, better studios and better service, and by getting out alter business instead
of waiting for it to come to you.

('olleetinq the Money. Before closing. I'd like
to emphasize the importance of arranging terms
of payment before making any recordings: you
can have a contract forni printed or mimeographed for this purpose, giving. a carbon copy
to the customer. This will avoid misunderstandings as to price. if the hack of your blank contains instructions for playing and storing the
recording, specifying needles to be used and the
number of playings which can reasonably he expected. your contract blank will prevent customers from becoming dissatisfied when the record
begin: to year. Collect your money before releasing the recording whenever possible, for the
recording is of no value to you if returned later
when you attempt t. collect. You might well consider giving a supply of the correct needles for
the record and the phonograph on which it is
used, as ai uunl -will gesture.
l'

i

Short Waves Have Many Unique Jobs
Sterilization of liquids. such as water and
milk. and of many other food products.

Sterilization of containers when high temperatures cannot be used.
'!.

;. Redaction or control of mold or fungi.
seeds and !alios. foods. and wall surfaces.

I

ans

on

displayed

at

(('aches.

Coil-Primitive instrument of torture.
.ificrophone -One millionth part of a headphone.
Mu-Cat call.
.1/nitivibrator-A Hawaiian dancer.
Padder -A machine for stuffing mattresses.
Phone Jacks-Special tools used to lift telephones, headphones and gramophones.
Resistance-What the boss puts np when you
demand a raise.
Switch- Chinamani's pigtail.
Text Prods- Pointed rods used to wake np sleepChoke

ing radio operators.

7'rimmer -A lawnmower.

i-

n r
Audiodiscs Show Perfect Uniformity

Some time ago the nun uniform quality of avail -

able discs became very objectionable. A group
of recording engineers of long experience began
au search for a material that could be depended
mu. They found a unique direct recording blank
being made in France. The art of direct recording originated in Europe. and years of careful
research by the finest lacquer chemists culminated in an outstanding and unique formula an d
itnocess.

This was the surprised reaction at the first cut.
With the usual slight adjustment of pressure a
tine quiet groove was formed. The thread was cut
easily, steadily. even near the center. No tendency to cut light and heavy. A groove of shiny
uniformity.
need to tinker with cutting
tingles.

1.

:

lliecdcr--An ancient barber.
Characteristic Carre.e--- ('uries

12)

\

A high fidelity magnetic pickup was used. standard shitdowgraphed red shank needles and Iwo
ounces pressure. First tests were made with mnsie recordings. After two hundred playings the
record was still good. Various frequencies. in-

cluding !tot cycles, were recorded. Even at 9000
cycles the wear was too small to be measured
properly -the effect of changing needles (which
vary very slightly in output) was greater.

7.

During this test an interesting discovery was
macle. Sonie other records would grind a flat on
the end of the needle in a few playings, visible
to the naked eye. In fact even in playing one record the wear would cause a loss of level at the
high frequencies as the point enlarged. A complete wear test on :ni Aadiodise using only one
needle showed no abrasive wear visible under the
microscope!

Sterilization of hospital areas during delicate
operations.

These discs are now made available to recording
studios through Audio Devices. Inc., ltl011 Broadway. New York City.

4.

Treatment of certain superficial skin diseases.

Partial or complete sterilization of air. in connection with air conditioning and (lust precipitat

ion.

r,.

Preservation of certain foods against decay.

Speed -np of plant germination, accompanied by
electric soil heating.
S.
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AMPERITE
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New Aid

violin and one costing $2t (i is comparatively small -send in most cases it is a matter of
opinion. With the aid of the new Amperite contact microphone a $:lt violin can be given the
tbne and voliuue of one costing several thousand
dollars. it also gives the violin the dynamic
power of the brasses. A few violins can give a
$:)11.(10

small orchestra the effect of a symphony. A
"hot" violinist can obtain effects unobtainable by
any other instrument. Instead of decreasing, the
use of amplification will increase the employment of violinists-their more powerful instruments will increase their usefulness and field.

Maximilian Rex of the Ferde Grofe Orchestra uses
the Amperite Kontak microphone on his violin.

ii

JII'I.IFII''!'I(IN is
airplane which can
lift millions of listeners to higher peaks of
A
musical experience- is the opinion of one of our
an

leading sVntithony conductors. Leopole Stokowski.

An idea of the reproduction quality of the new
Amperite Contact unit can be gained from the
fact that it was used by the Philadelphia Symphony Orchestra to reinforce a atsnalolin solo.
The unit is fiat within +2 db from -lo to PIWtl)
cycles per second. Its ofscrating principle is magnetic.

Although the violin is one of the most versal ile instruments. its use has been reduced to practically large symphony orchestras where enough
violins to give the itresstiry dynamic power can
be afforded. Violinists therefore learned to play
the more demanded saxophones. The reason for
the unpopularity of the violin in dance orchestras is due to its limited power output. Sound
engineers removed this objection by giving the
violinist simplification.
The difference in toue and volume between
Page Sixteen

a

\\'hen the contact unit is attached to the piano
of is dance band, the piano becomes more audible
and gives the bland mare fullness -especially
when the floor noise level is high.

An unusual and fortunate use of the eontacl
microphone is in helping tine deaf to enjoy playiug or hearing musical instruments. This is accomplished 1cv attaching a contact unit to practically any musical instrument. feeding it into a
low gain amplifier or radio set and then to :nt
ear phone or bone conductor.

'

Recording of a piano lias always been dillieullespecially when special rooms are not available.
ily putting a single contact microphone on the
sound board of the piano, better recording can be
obtained than with any regular type of microphone. Of course outside noises will not be
picked up.

W4ys,r
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Construction of the new Amperite Kontak Unit.

1

TACT

MICROPHONE

Musicians

o

violin, ukulele or guitar solo will give unusual
quality when recorded with an Amperite contact mike. It will give results that are really
unobtainable with ordinary microphones.
A

Not limited to the professional field, servicemen
will find the contact unit a very easy sale in any
home wliere an instrument is played. Attach the
unit to a musical instrument such as a violin,
ukulele, piano, etc., connect it to the radio and
request the musician to play with the contact
unit connected. The better tone and volume of
the instrument will be immediately noticeable. A
demonstration is all that is usually necessary to
close the sale. It is :ut extra sale since it does not
compete with anything else the serviceman sells.
When the unit is taken off, the instrument will
sound rather flat.

Practically any number of Kontak units can be
connected in parallel and fed into one input. in
other words. a unit can be attached to each of
twenty -five instruments and all fed into one amplifier. In many cases, each musician prefers to
have a separate amplifier for his own instrument. A compact low gain amplifier with a
speaker on it is placed hest to the musician, giving a perfect illusion of the music coming only
from the instrument.
Being very small and unusually rugged. flue

Edge- Stan - street, pointing to the Amperite Kontak
microphone he used with the Philadelphia Symphony
Crchestra in playing a solo in the symphony "Song

o; the Earth.'

Kontak unit can be attached very readily without tools to practically any instrument. flawing
as output of --r) dl) it will operate directly into
any low or high gain amplifier and most radio
sets.
The field that the Ku umtak suit opens to the P.A.
matt and the help that it gives to the musician
can be gained from a typical installation, as filllows :-A ten piece hint. for examicic, using two
violins, a cello and a piano-the rest brass and
drums; Kontak units were placed on the two
violins. the cello and the piano, bringing the output np to that of the brass. The orchestra now
sounded as if it were a small symphony of approxlouately 3: men. whereas before the strings
were hardly heard.

Amperite Kontak microphones can be connected
parallel or mixed as shown above. In parallel any
number up to 25 can be used in one input.

The
in

Those interested in the contact microphone can
receive full particulars by writing to Amperite
Company, 5111 Broadway, N. Y.
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Radio Warning at Railroad Crossing
new device invented jointly by a former rail way claims attorney. ami a radio consultant, to
prevent accidents at railway grade crossings, has
just passed a successful test with a perfect score.
A

The device consists Of an automobile radio receiver which performs the dual service of warning the automobile driver of an approaching train

and furnishing the usual broadcast programs.
The warning signal is emitted by a small compact transmitter, located at the grade crossing
and actuated by approaching trains, as are the
warning bells and gates. The transmitter is designed to minimize the radiation field, so that
the range is limited to a short distance of about.
100 feet from the antenna. The latter is strung
along the road for about one quarter mile on
each side of the crossing. so that the driver has
ample time to stop the car. regardless of speed.

Arcturus Midget Tube Types
Announced
logical advance in the art of small tube

7

As a

manufacture which began with the introduction
of its Coronet tubes several years ago, The Arcturus Radio Tube Company. Newark, New Jersey, has introduced a new line of midget glass
tubes. The following seven Arcturus types are
now available in the midget line. with others already in course of development : 6ASGT: 6K7GT :
t;Q7GT; 6J7GT; 2'U(GT; 251,6GT and 2:í7.6(:T.

'l'he portion of the receiver used for amplifying
the warning signal is automatically turned on
when the ear is started. Reception of broadcast
signals is optional at all times hut they are automatically shut off or blocked out by the warning
signal from an approaching train, so that the unmistakable warning tone commands instant attention. A distinct and different tone is emitted
for trains moving in opposite directions on double
tracks to prevent drivers from crossing the tracks
just after one train has passed and another is
approaching from the opposite direction.

The price of the improved auto radio will lie
practically the same as that of an ordinary auto
radio and the cost of the small low power transmitters at the crossings is also very low, so that
the item of cost c:nntot stop the immediate installation of positive. protection, by the railroad
companies, huts contp:nties, trucking companies,
and privately owned antomobiles.

It is estimated that at least 95% of the 4,454
grade crossing ti items. with a toll of 1,877)
deaths and 5.t :c, injuries in 1937, could have
t

:

been prevented. had such an invention been ill

operation ,luring that period.

(June. 1938-Scientific :1ncricom )

These new midgets are specifically designed for
the currently popular small sets and may be
used with uniformly tine results wherever space
is at a premium. Exceptionally rugged and
sturdy, they make possible new standards of performance and durability in a confined space.
Electrical characteristics are identical with
those of the same type numbers in "G" or metal
tulx.s. The new Arcturus midgets range from a
height of 2%" to a" depending upon the type.
They are, of course, designed for use with standard octal sockets.

Additions to N.
You Can't Fool Johnny
Teacher: "I Itavi ani. '1'11m', wrong, isn't
"Yes. ma'am."

Teacher: "Why it is \rong?"
Johnny "Because you ain't went yet."
:
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Star. Koittth,

Malaya
Andrew Gillespie -WS\'lli I'onem:ntgt, Penna.
Robert E. Meade- R-1uQKS -- K.:uisas City, Mo.
Art Leitner- WOQL(.- Cannelton, Ind.
Gerald W. Peterson- 1\'r;P\'I- Logan, Ptah
1 \'alter Hartman\\'ltltl" JI -- Marathon, Iowa
N. B. Ilcas- \C7E11I'- Everett, Wash.
John N. Larson- \VSI'R'U- Belton, Mont.

Paper Condensers Molded in Live
Rubber
Paper cundeasers mudded in live ruhht r ,ia1I:ets
are now offered ByAerovox Corp., 70 \V:psliiugton
Si., Brooklyn. N. Y., in meeting superior electrical characteristics demanded for r. f. functions.

'I'lu' insulation resistance and voltage breakdown
characteristics of these live- rubber encased con-

densers are excellent. Severest laboratory tests
indicate a life several times greater than that
heretofore associated with compact paper con densers.

'l'hv new units are available in capacities up 10
-volt, .05 in 600-volt.
'., turd. in 2011-volt. .1 in -lull¡tI.e
fully competitive
and .it1 in Willi-volt. Prices
with liheuolic resin molded types.

Metal -Clad Bakelite Insulated
Fixed Resistors
'Maximum mechanical and electrical security is
provided by the unbille (oast ruttiou of the metal clad Bakelite -insulated fixed resistors now offered
by ('l:uost:tl \IIg. co., Inc.. !.`i -7 N. 11th St.,
Brooklyn, N. V. The resistance wire, wound on
a special heat- resistant Bakelite core. is permanently iutlxdded in moisture-proof hakelite which

in turn is encased in a metal jacket. The positive
contact between wire and Bakelite, and in turn
with the metal jacket, provides exceptional heat
dissipation. The new Series MPT Clarostat fixed
resistors measure 1 " long by t/2" wide by 3/16"
thick. They are available ill resistance values
from tit to 1IIINNt ohms. The wattage rating is
3 watts. Pigtails facilitate their use in point -topoint wiring.

RADIOS THAT REMEMBER -24 HOURS A DAY
As the latest contribution to the modern haunted
clec'tricity automatically perhouse in \
forms most of the chores that formerly required

in a specific broadcast, but doesn't. the electrical
memory device is infallible --it can't forget."

human haunts, Radio engineers of the General
Electric Company have developed an "electrical
memory" which endows the family Radio set
with almost frightening talents. During its deutmistralion the engineers described the new
process as "time- tuning." Briefly it means that.
the performance of a Radio receiver during
every fifteen minute interval of a full tweutyfour hour day can be predetermined.

The new development consists of a simple but
ingenious Radio time control unit which permits
the preselect inn of favorite programs, throughout
the entire play and night, OH live different stations. The prew'lector is divided into ninety -six
lifteen- minute time intervals. In practice a user
consults Radio programs for the ensuing tweatyfour hours, moves the correct slider -contacts into
position -aunt the automatic control takes complete charge.

"The effect of time -tuning is that of adding a
silent master of ceremonies to the household."
declared 1'. P. padlock G -E engineer. "This
ghostly individual will awaken the family by
turning on the ltadio in the morning, and will
remember to shat oll' the power at the appointed
time at night, ecru if everybody has fallen asleep.
Selected programs will automatically be tuned in
at their scheduled time during any twenty-four
hour period, and ill between tittles the Radio will
shut itself oft if it has not previously been directed to continue. Lacking the human frailty of
the average listener, who often intends to tune

The cycle will be repeated each day unless further
changes are made in the setting. A self -starting
electric clock in the center of the control panel
:maintains absolute accuracy in automatic operation once it has been set and an electrical conucetion made.
The pretimer does not interfere at ally time with
the normal operation of the Radio receiver, and
stations may be manually tuned if desired. After wards the receiver will revert to the schedule
which bas been laid out for it.
Page
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Radio Tube Defined by Radio

Mfrs. Assn
Many local Better Business I:ur, a is have had
occasion in the past year to int, sr ate advertisements of Radio sets in which dummy tubes,
ballast devices and resistors have been included
in the total tube count. In some instances sets
advertised as "14 Tube Radios" were found to
have as many as î or S resistors encased in glass
or metal sheaths to resemble "tubes." Manufacturers and dealers selling such sets attempted to
justify the tube count by claiming that no standards
ds had been established to define a "Radio
i

tube."

The difficulties in handling such nutters have
now 1K'eu overcome though the approval and
adoption of the following official definition by
the ituard of Directors of the Radio Manufactur-

ers Association:
"A

1 /adio tube is a dcrice used in Radio
equipment in which nia electric or magnetic field causes
or controls the electronic or ionic conduction
through ri t ue,iviin or a gas. This d, finition shall
mil be roit.clrut d to include dial lumps .used for
illumination only. ballast or other resistance de-

All local Bureaus will check Radio set advertising by dealers in their cities to determine whether

the Flies advertised comply with this definition.
If dnnuuy tubes, resistors. etc. have been included
in the total tube count. Bureaus will require that
such devices he excluded.

Extension Cord Knot -Replacer
Increasing interest, particularly :uuong Radio
unaunifaetan'ers, is Icing shown in the new patented NMI hi
soap -iii rubber bushing and
strain relief which is being manufactured exclusively by the General Elettrie construction
materials division. Bridgeport, loan. For use
with appliaui'e curd sets, it is molded directly
onto the cord and gives two -way stoppage-no
pulling-in or pushing -oat. it will snap quickly
into position in the applianot' frame or casing
since one side is fluted and allows the bushing
to compress during assembly operation.
While tite combination bushing and strain relief
can be used successfully with any appliance
where the cord set is fixed permanently, It has
found particular favor among Radio manufacturers because of the necessity for protecting sets
against damage from insecure curds. With the
snap -in bushing both the curd and appliance are
protected. The tying of knots and other methods
of strain relict' are unneeessauy. The cord is
held secure, is easy to assemble, and neat In appearance.
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Did You Hear This One
Everybody's heard the one about the man who
couldn't sleep at night because his bedsprings
picked up all the Radio programs on the air.
\ \'ell, the WOIt press department has gone that
one, two or three better.
Not long ago a troubled gentleman stepped into
the \YOIt transmitter building and told the boys
there that he couldn't sleep nights. Every time
he'd start to doze off he'd begin to hear Radio
programs. They would wake him up. When be
woke up he couldn't hear them. So he'd try to
dune off again. Then they'd wake him up again.
vicious circle it was, all night, every night.
Then the \\'Olt engineers began to question the
fellow. They found out that he lived pretty close
to the :511.(Ith1 -watt transmitter at Carteret, New
Jersey. Also that he worked in a machine shop
which specialized in the grinding of paper cutter
knives. The grinding of paper cutter knives is a
process vehicle requires earburundtuu grinding
wheels. (\\'e certainly feel foolish telling you
this, but it comes into the story later on.) In
the evenings this fellow used to read in bed, by
the light of a small lamp which was attached to
the heel frame. And he had gold fillings in his
teeth.

.

That teas all the \\'Olt engineers had to knots- to
solve this case. You. we imagine, and rte. unyway. are still in one heck of a ttuuntlry, and get ting pretty restless, too.
According to the engineers, the thing worked oat
like this. First, the fellow got rairburuudtuu dust
in the fillings of his teeth. Then he went to bed.
When he finished reading, he snapped oil the bed
light, thus removing the partial Radio short -circuit caused by the filament of the lamp, and alInwiug the bed frame to become an :antenna.
After he would fall asleep his jaw would relax,
so that his mouth acted as a crystal detector.
In facet, this tuaabination of circumstances made
the fellow about as perfect a Radio receiving set
as the old crystal model your brother Alf built in
the cellar back in 19r24.
Tasking pity on the fellow's plight, the enghaeers
decided to help him out. They didn't buy him a
new laid or stove his lamp or anything like that,
as you might expect. They bought him a new
toothbrush so he could clean the carborundum

dust out of his fillings every night before retiring. The fellow was so pleased he gave WOIt at
free testimonial.
"It's nice being able to sleep again," was what
he said, "but I do miss some of the programs.
They were awfully good!"
Our congratulations to the guy in the \\'OR press
department who dreamed the whole thing up.
(Front June 15, 1938 issue of Tide)

Iiovo Itcdio Items
-BY L.J. MARKUS-

P.

A. System Shoos Lovers!

Another use for outdoor 1'..\. installations is sug_ested by a news item which appeared recently in
an . \tI ntta newspaper. This describes how two
chum tnneu stationed themselves at a local ctiitl'tery, :n Hied Willi niegaphoues. to drive oft' prim_
couples who sough) romance at night aloi_ the
cemetery drives anti path,. The lend ndmei iliolt
from the darkness: "The eyes of the Lord are in
every plate. beholding the evil and the good,.
proved must effecttVI' inn cltarjn_ the cemetery.
--

Midget Television Transmitter!

which is the equivalent of the modulated N.V.
signal used by servicemen in :10i-ding ordinary
sound receivers.
Hal

e

14

f

i

Truthful Radio Receiver Advertising!
radio store advertisement in a Peoria.
newspaper ulfered :i :t -tulle hrnattcast receiver for
$5.95. 1l0erneath the illustration of the receiver
was this statement "That's all this radio is
worth. It works!"
A

n ,'

miniature television transmitter eapable of
sending. :t still picture of getnmtric design lias
been developed by the National Union Radio corporation hi aid 'l'oletrici:nis ill H11.11151Iil telecisiou re(eiverS. ')'his 10 -Inhe iustruaovtt. small
euon_h to be carried antler the arm. will provide
for television receivers a modulated carrier sit
A

-

hills at a minimum.

:

11

-

lights on at dusk or on cloudy days when the towers are not clearly visible to aviators. The electric eye faithfully turns off the lights again when
good visibility is restored, thus keeping power

r

i

Electric Eye Protects Aviators!
photoelectric illumination control unit is now
being used to turn the \V('t't) antenna tower

A

i

Electric Ear Listens for 24 Hours!
Sound- recording machines capable of operating
continuously for more than a day at a time have
recently been develois'tl. Sounds picked up by
the nticrPi houc :n re :nuplitio and fed to a special
cutting heart which engraves lateral-cut sound
of ordinary movie film.
trachs on an endless it
As many as twenty -otghl sound Iu'acl:s. each reuary phonograph record groove.
sembling :Ill ordinary
may be placed side by side on a single loop of Mirror. lint and played bard: immediately after recording. A uinaltvr of these "electric etas" have
been sold to Soviet Russia. tvhere they are used
fur detect ivy purposes.
l

Gïar
,
--

RADIO REPLACES IIURDYGURDY! Tony, the hurdy -gurdy man.
has gone modern and can now he seen

pushing a baby carriage along the
streets of New York City, bowing and
smiling as he tunes in modern jazz
music on the small battery- operated
Radio receiver which has replaced his
hurdy- gurdy. Bamboo fishpoles support the antenna, and the ground wire
trails behind on the street.

AUTO

RAKING

OVEN

NEVER

GETS HOT! Conveyor systems in an
auto manufacturing plant move freshly painted car bodies through a huge coil
of wire earn ing 360-cycle alternating
current. Eddy currents induced in the
car body provide heat to hake the
enamel from the inside out. The oven
itself is made of insulating material
and therefore remains cool. Eddy currents are often present in Radio parts.

.

I

CALLS ELECTRIC
EELS! Experiments in the New York
Aquarium showed that electric eels
could be lured from one side of their

OSCILLATOR

tank to the other by immersing in the
water the output leads of a 1,000 cycle. 5(10 -volt Radio oscillator, and
now scientists are wondering if electric
eels can really understand Radio signals.
Measurements showed that these eels
could deliver up to 40 watts of power.
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I. ALUMNI NEWS
I'.

J. Dunn

Dr. Geo. B. Thompson. Ea rl Denim
Allen MIcCluskey, F. E. Oliver

Earl Merryman
Louis L. Venne

A PARTIAL

President

t

V ice-l'res.

Vice -Tres.

Secretary
Executive -Secretary

LIST OF LEADERS
IN THE

N.

R. I.

ALUMNI ASSOCIATION

The nest issue of the NEWS will contain Ihe customary ballot for you to express your preference
for candidates for the various olliees to serve
during 1(r ). This is always a very interesting
event.

Your present Officers have served you well. They
deserve your support. fete Dunn. however. will
not he a candidate for reelection as President.
Pete cletlated himself on that point when he was
installed in 0111(1' this year. Pete likes the work, is
tremendously enthusiastic ah nit it, but, because
he has served four consecutive years, feels that
he should step aside to give someone else an o uportunity to serve as President. Ile will not re-

linquish his activity in the Alumni Association
by any means. l'u't will be a cantiítl:ue for Chairman of the Baltimore Chapter for the year of
iu:lf). Ile is eligible for a National office at any
time anti nndonhtedly he will lie hark in harness
before many years pass by.

The purpose of this is to give other hard-working
and deserving members of the Alumni Association the recognition tlu'y deserve. So that you
!night have a tntleln wider field from which to
choose your candidates. we :n1' listing the mimes
and Location of a considerable number of then.
all of whom are well qualified to hold office in
this progressive organization. They are itadio
servicemen. either part time or full time, and
outstanding citizens in their communities.
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Even this attempt to give our members a wider
field of candidates from which to choose is not
entirely satisfactory. for it is intnssilnit to list
all of the uttn Min are good ntateri:tl for leadership. Ilowever, this is at least a step in the right.

direction.

With the exception of fete Dunn, all of the present Officers will betandici:Ites for reelection. You
probably will want to select your new l'resident
from among; the four Vice President s now in office. On the other hand, you may want to make
entirely new selections. and it is to be of assistance to you in this connection that the following names are submitted for your consideration. Study the list carefully. 1tetaiu it until
you receive the ttext issue of NATIONAL. HAUm
NeN% s. iu which gill be the official ballot, for this
list can be a valuable guide when yon tire ready
to mark your ballot.
Carl

E.

Isanc'l'.

Nlntcr, t'oolidce. .\riz.
11nt1_ens. >la_uolin. . rk.

R. i1. Rood. Los Angeles. i'alit.
C. II. \\'oodtnfY. Olive. calif.

John B. Kelley. Denver. Coto.
Fred O. Conklin. Hartford. t'nnn.
(ieorg1' I\'. iGnvell. \\'ilmiuginti. Irel:i.
S. ii. ilatiiels, Orlando. Fla.
W. S. Ilollnway, Tucker, (.a.
Oliver B. IIiIl, \loscow, idaho.
(Page 30, please)

7%e

Service Tatum
Cood.,c'-,d

J.

B.

S4reughn, N.

R. I.

Send in your service notes. We will re -word them for publication.
To qualify your note for the Draws you must have olserved the
same trouble on two or more identical receivers.

INTERMITTENT
GENERAL ELECTRIC
DISTORTION
MODEL T -12
Locate the electrolytic ei ltldellser mounted on top
the chassis and eheek the voltage bet%veen it and
the chassis be fttre :nul after the distortion occurs.
If the voltage increases during distortion one of
the resistors shunting the speaker field is defective. The one elneeted to the low potential
end has a value of 2S11.0011 ohms while the une
counected lit the grounded cud of the field has a
value tit'.i11,1u1N1 ohms. Tu he safe, replace but h.
n

r

i

wilisTLE

SIL ERTONE Ml11)ELS

AT

9311 K('.
4465, 4485, 4565 AND 4585
A whistle, due tu a heat iitwcen iho secottii harmonic of the I. F. 1:130 i t-. and a a :Nl kt. signal
may be noticed. lu localities where titi ta:i11 ke.
station is one t hat is frequently listened to. il will
he desirable to shift the whistle tao stauo Viler
!taint where it will not he Objectiuuahlt. 'l'Iris
may he doue by shifting the Lb'. frequency of the
1

receiver. Determine at what point between flou
lee. and 9110 ke. the whistle will be least objectionable. Divide this frequency by 2 which mil!
give you the now I.1'. hotlueucy ;II which the
:unplllier sit odd Ile aligned. For e\ :ample if it is
determined hat a whistle at tr!n kc. would not he
"hit-0 h u :Aile. the I.F. should Iie t' c:tii_ titi at 9211
divided by 2 or -hill lee.
i

SET WILL NOT
MODEL 628 G.M.
OPERATE IN CAR
AUTO RADIO
I have had two of these receivers in, with the
Sauce ronlplaiut iu lout iustallees. The uwaers
had been lu other servicemen who were stumped.
(;rasping the antennas with the hand the set
would operate in the car, adjusting the antenna
compensating condenser was hopeless. The set
plays iierfectly on the lcvuh but adjusting the
autletuta cumpeusatiug condenser makes no
change on the output meter. 'faking the bottons
cover of the set I found a 1504141 resistor shunted
across the antealt:I compensating condenser tu
ground. This makes the antenna constants fixed
which are not suited to the antenna constants of
the car. Icy removing this resistor which is out
in the original circuit. the antenna compensating
condenser was made operative.
A. E. I ;:\awOOD, South Africa.
n

r

i

n.

l'

i

--

DISTORTION AT

SIL','ERTONE MOI)ELS

1.011' VOLUME
4165, 4485, 4565 AND 1585
On some of the early production models a 50

micro- microfarati condenser was eonrtocted from
the high side of the volume rout rol to its movable
arm. If distortion which occurs only at low volwoe levels exists this condenser should be removed from the circuit.
i

ELIMINATION OF

SILVERTONE MOI)ELS

MOTOR BOATING
4465, 4485, 4565 AND 4585
If the two _rill leads from the variable condenser
to the 61 :71; ILI'. tube and the 111.71: translator
Labe are too close together. motor boating may
occur. 'l'o eliminate motor lut tih g. simply sepa-

rate the leads.

DELCO AUTO RADIO
MODELS 643 AND 641

HUM

If these receivers are fairly new don't waste time
testing filter condensers or others. Take off the
bottom cover of the set and you will observe a
red wire coming from the filter condensers running past the socket of the t A3(, tube. Rerouting
this wire at the point where it passes the 6A8(;
will stop this hum.
A. E. Belmont), South Africa.

n.r

i

SIL` ERTONE MODELS
-1465, 4485, 4565

AND 4585

CONSOLE

SPEAKERS

lit later production the speaker of console models
was mounted on felt cushions instead of being
screwed directly on the battle. For shipping purposes this cushion mounting is made rigid by
screwing the wo wooden strips, that hold the
t

(Page 27. please)
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Here and There Among Alumni Members
Our good friend F. A. Liming of Willoughby.
Ohio, crashes through with the mews of :e swell
sou. ihere's hoping he protes to be :IS _cud a
Radiutricinn as his dad. And eongratulat iot,s. \1 r.
and Mrs. Lulling.

ctrl

Robert O. Kugler of .springfield. Ohio ends ux
some nice photos of his test panel which he built
as outlined in. an edirle by our Don Loony ¡/ in
the Nt.ws. Ile says it is 'a honey."

r i
"I am now in possession of a t'onuoreial First
Class Radiotelegraph license. endorsed for Radiotelephone first Class. Not :t single question
in either phase of the examination. covering built
branches. was asked but what it had not been
eeVeted by l' -..nt text ftuuished by N. It. 1.,"
says Richard E. /Titles of Portsmouth, \'a.
---n r i- -ll

It

- p

ix hard to I
up with this fellow, ,John R.
Kelley, who has had rinc prrintotiott after uttother. Ile is near bark in r'h¡le'ane. li'tio. trill,
Ratl!l .J. Till, V. hit'. Ile didn't I¡kr lu !ire up hix
association in Itt ur,r with Waller .1. Floyd and
other J. R. 1. men, but Mir new job was loo attractive.
n

r

i

l.ige C'rumbley of Mel )uuough, Oa., who operates
the Radio Shop at that place. is happy to report
his wife has returned from the hospital tiller a
serious illness. \/ureter his Radio earnings enabled him to pity the :Medicos in full, which is
saying something.
n

James

r

i

I!. Richmond of .lit. Vernon, Washington

saga he ix on the jump

froth early morning to lair

rmr of Isis fast growing Radio
Ile xtrrrx xi, stores besides taking

at night taking

business.
care of his own customers.
u

r i

Members in the vicinity of glen Allen. Va., who
knew Thomas I. Kelly. Sr.. will be sorry to know
he passed away recently. Ile was a strong member of the Alumni.

n r i
Things are mighty good for I!. M. Torbert of Carrollton, _ila. His business has increased 85%
since lisi first of the gear.
n r i
W. t. Rruggeu of Uromitiger, Ilolland thinks this
huge is tops because it enables leiw to know what

his fellow members are doing. 'Veil though separated by thousands of miles of hind and water.
liruggen is quite a Radio tutu in his native Holland.
n r iAnother strong booster for the Al7tntni is It'red .I.
Fellowes, who is interested in establishing a Local Chapter at Winnipeg, Man., ('amtda. It's a

--

fise spot for

a
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Chapter.

Hey! Doesn't anything ever happen

to some of you
fellows? Many
write to say this
page is swell, but
ye editor wants
news
news
news. flow about a little help?

-

-

s r i
(loetxeit of Milwaukee. Wisconsin keeps right
on going. recession or no recession. During the
last year he has bought a lot of new equipment.
a Dodge truck and added $756.I11) in stork -all out
of earnings.

l'il

n

r

i

Robert I.. (teed of Indiana, l'eunn. is an Asso-

ciate Member, Institute of Radio Engineers. Ile
is ¿It' %(1()l sit, g :t .ystom of farrier- i'utnmuniention
far mines ;uul "'/lees.
te r i
/'rohe New Zealand comes word from Maurice !f.
7'hontpxort lhal Itt teas able to obtain it Very fine

position with ihr leading Radio firnt in Brisbane.
Nags bis membership card did the
I tt.tlralia.
business.

n r i
\ \1m. Morton of \\'ihuiugtum, Delaware
studied Il:mlio as a hohl q', yet he cleared $899.IRI
im his spare time during the last twelve mouths.
What a hobby.

John

n

t

i

Harold Í'lturlon' of Saginaw, -Michigan rect. tlu

rewired a Radiotelephone operator's licrnxe, lass
class. Ile made a grade of 94.3%.
m r i
While we think of it' A message was phoned to
Chief I)uwie front the .'uutteur. Army Section,
War Department, \\':tsliltt tom, It. C. to convey a
Itadittgratn from \\'illiaum Lofsttom, \CSCCb',
\eLoutille. t)hiu, which read. "Regards to all
the gang at N. lt.
(tight back at you, Lotstroll', "Regards to you from the gang."

I.

n

II.

r

i

Corbitt of Austin, Texas graduated is 1932.
Recently he sent in llnr enrollment of Jlrs. I/. A.
Corbitt. //ere is another partnership which is
going to stay in the family.
n r i
Another tine neuter is lost to us. William
Iierkenfeltl of Union t'ity, N. J., passed away recently. A hand worker and a successful one, it is
tough to have hits go all too soon.
A.

te r i
sans .Jurieek, 'eerctary of Chicago Chapter, is a
top notch bottler. /!e rolls with the big shots and
ix itching for the bowling season to open.

The Service Forum

(Continued from page 25)

felt cushions, tightly to the baffle. In order to ohtain the advantage of the felt cushions and better tone, the screw at each end of the two wooden
strips shuold he loosened about one turn, there by allowing the speaker to have its non -rigid
mounting.
n

r

r

-n,

i

SILYERTONE MOi)EI.S

CONDENSER

i)Ri1E SLIPPAGE

4465, 4185, 4565 AND 4585

front bearing bracket was provided for the condenser drive shaft in the later production models
to overcome slippage of the condenser drive. 'l'ltis
slippage occurs because the rear hearing alone
A

does not provide sufficiently rigid mounting for
the drive shaft. This bracket part No. 1014(515005
can he added when necessary to sets not having
it originally. it is mounted between the dial and
the dial mounting bracket by means of the lower
two dial mounting screws.
n

PHILCO MODEL

r

i

CONDENSER
REPLACEMENT
If either of the three R.h`. plate by -pass condensers break down they may he replaced with .1
511 -513

r

i

GENERA1, ELECTRIC
SLIPPING DEAL
MODEL S'2'
A groove will is' worn in the rubber flirt hot dial
and you should then remote the dial, loosen the
screws holding the shaft to the chassis, remove
the rubber roller from the shaft and reverse il.
Replace the dial while holding the shaft and
roller firmly down against the dial and tighten
the shaft holding strews. A drop of nil on the
bearings and slitthl loosening of the screw at the
rear of the condenser plate will prevent reoccurrence of the trouble.

i

SiL1'ERTONE MODELS REPLACING OSCIL4465, 4485, 4565 r1ND 4585
LATOR TUBE
There are two separate types of G('.511 tubes, one
being shielded and the other unshielded. By appearance you can easily tell them apart as the
shielded type has a perforated mesh screen surrounding the other elements. Titis Sercvm is about
an inch in diameter and comes very close to the
inside of the !mil). The unshielded type does not
have this ierforated mesh screen and the plate
of the tithe is solid and quite visible. it is important that only the unshielded type with the
solid plate and without the perforated mesh
screen be used in the oscillator socket. Ilse of
the shielded type will upset the calibration of
hand F and interfere with proper performance.
n

H. S. Tvt.Ea, Massachusetts.
It

SiLYERTONE MODELS
CONNECTION TO
4 565 ANi) 4585
CATHODE OF
TUNING EYE
:xantine the slate volnred cathode lend of the
t4:5 tube. If it is connected to the cathode of the
0\(!G it should he removed front ihi.s posit inn and
connected to the cathode of the (í(17t :. The latter
connection is the correct ono. An indication of
incorrect connection is that the vnlonte will increase when the Inning eye tulle is removed front
ils socket.
r

wiring diagram.

i

4165, 4185,

n

mfd. 600 volt tubular condensers. However the
condenser cases also contain 100 ohm resistors
and these may be added externally following the

r

i

GENERAL ELECTRIC MODEL H -31
NOISY
'l'ltis is often due to a defective primary winding
on the first I. F. transformer. A cheek of this
ohmmeter will show up the dilliwinding with
culty as a variation in resistance. Sometimes it
is pnssilde to unwind one or two turns and locate
the had contact. However the break may he on
the inside of the winding and if so a new coil
most he installed.
a

rl

r

i

11'IN('HARGER SERVI('E NOTES
There are several reasooS why :t Imv charging
rate in the Wincharger battery charging equipment may exist. These are: illtl "SII Si:TTiN( :.
'life brushes are set at the factory for maximum
output at love- speeds. but titis setting sometimes
shifts in transit. 'l'hc proper setting is for the
third brush to be one couuoutator segment away
from the lefthand hros}t when viewed front the
rear. 011. ON ('11M.í "rAT()it. This results
from tipping the equipment when mounting. it
is preferable to use oil after the equipment is
mounted in place. The trouble can be cleared up
by sanding the commutator with No. 111 sandpaper. GROi1NDEI) AltMAT17RE. The most
common cause is the practice of letting the Wincharger operate without a load (battery disconnected). The armature can also be grounded by
permitting the plant to revolve enough to twist
off the generator wires. Proper eonnectiot of the
large spring which stands vertically along the
mounting shaft will prevent this. LOW (:ENERATOIt SPEEi). If trouble still exists after
checking the above possibilities it may be due to
the fact that the armature is revolving too slowly.
In this case the installation should 1e looked
over to determine what can be done to mount the
propeller in greater wind velocity areas.
Page
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more nearly correct. The first prize was carried
off by John W. Ganz. second prize was won by
Charles Hauhroe. third prize was a tie between
\V. Giese and W. W. Jensen. so the Chapter came
through with an additional prize to take care of
all the winners. It was a real contest and ex-

tremely interesting and beneficial.

resolution was introduced by Air. J. B. Gough.
one of our charter members. to extend a rising
vote of thanks to Mr. J. E. Smith, President et
N. It. I., for his tine cooperation ill staking this
meeting possible. Amid applause the resolution
was unanimously adopted.
A

New York Chapter
We have had some very interesting talks by our
own members. Mr. Irving Gordy one of our newer

members, particularly gave an exceedingly interesting and instructive talk. ile knows Badin
and knows how to pass the information on to
others. Members such as Mr. Gordy help a great
deal in keeping things moving and our meetings
are always lively and beneficial.
About two years ago a new member joined its.
Ilis name is Mr. Alfred Stock. At that time he
was doing pat time Radio servicing. Some
months later \it'. Leo Donzlger joined us. Don zJger and Stock got chummy right :way. These
two men cultivated a teal friendship and about
six months ago they opened a service shop at 50-I
East 43rd Street, Brooklyn. This business grew
very rapidly and just recently they purchased
another shop at 145 Highland Ave line also in
Brooklyn. This is the type of members we have
in the New York Chapter.
We are getting ready for an active fall season
and will have some interesting netts next issue.
n

r'

Baltimore Chapter
:Meetings have been susls'uded until September.
but the last snutmer meeting is one which will
long be rentembereil by those who attended.

About sixty fellows turned out to take part in the
fun. But it wasn't all play by any means. Messrs.
Straughn, Thomsen and Cook of N. R. I.'s Instruction Department gave a practical demonstration of "Effect to Cause Reasoning." They
furnished each one present with a diagram and
questionnaire. The timstionnaire contained a
list of eleven defects. such as open condensers,
leaky condensers. shorted tubes. etc. Each was
asked to write down his opinion of the effect oil
reproduction which would occur when these defects existed in the set. The papers were then
collected and graded by Mr. Thomsen and Mr.
Cook while Mr. Stramghn actually went through
the procedure of introducing all of the defects,
letting those present hear how closely they came
to hitting the nail on the head, and giving vaitahle service pointers on locating such troubles
in actual service work.

There were four cash prizes for those who were
Page Twenty -eight

After the business session was completed the fellows were jest in the right mood to enjoy the refreshments which were on hand in plentiful gnautity. fete Dorn acted as chief cook and bottle
washer and you may be sure that no one was
neglected. fete is the ideal host.

Chairman Jensen expressed great satisfaction
with the progress made by the Chapter. Ile emphasized that the next meeting is scheduled for
September 20 at which tinte another big program
will be offered and everyone is cordially and urgently invited to attend.

Honorary Member Is Candidate
for Governor
Honorable Iluw:ud W. Jackson, mayor of Baltimore and candidate for Governor of the State of
Maryland. is an honorary member of Baltimore
Chapter of the N. lt. I..\bnuni Association.

\iajor Jackson has Iicen present at a number of
!tall lawn. meetings and on several occasions was
one of the principal speakers. fete Dunn. I'residetit of N. It. I. A. A.. who is a very strong booster
for the Mayor proutises to have him present at
the next meeting of the Baltimore Chapter on
September 20.

n

r

i

Detroit Chapter
Our attendance has been very good and our members have been getting some worthwhile information from our meetings. They are arranged in
advance on it definite basis with something to do
each meeting and an allotted time in which to
do it.
(pur next meeting is scheduled fuit' SeptentImer 9,
the second Friday of the month. continuing every
second and fourth Friday as usual. The meeting
place is. as always. 113115 Woodward Ave. We
have big plans for this fall and will have some

real news for the next issue.

fir.

Menne. Executive Secretary of the

L. L.

N. R. I. A. A., Mr. Joseph Kaufman, Educational
Director of N. R. I. and Mr. Stuart M. Armstrong,
Assistant Advertising Manager of N. R. I. at-

Chicago Chapter
Only one meeting in .iuly and August instead of
the usual two a month. But we are coming hack
on full schedule beginning in September.
We have had a good season. The Chicago ('hap ter has grown a bit. We have quite a number of
new members, most of whom are taking an active
interest ami adding considerably to the effectiveness of the Chapter. Within another year some of
them may be in n position to inaugurate new activities and new policies, to the benefit. of all con-

cerned.

We have heard a number of interesting and highinformative lectures on all phases of the Radio
service business. Its technical aspects. from antenna to loudspeaker, advertising, salesmanship.
ly

bookkeeping and general business practices have
all been covered. Round table discussions have
settled a great number of questions, especially
pertaining to technical problems, and have been
very interesting. The "question box" has been a
life saver in specific instances, especially to some
of the newer men who have been able to bring
their problems before men with years of experience. The old- timers have benefited too, answering these questions tends to keep the rust from

gathering.

start has been made on a group advertising
scheme, and several thousand circulars have been
printed and distributed. While it is a bit early
to give an accurate estimate as to their results.
we believe that the idea is sound and will produce
A

results.

Plans are under way to stage a Chapter picnic
in the near future, and to those who have attended such affairs in the past no more nerd le
said. Those who have not, have a treat coming
and seem to be looking forward to it with keen
anticipation.
Taken by and large, the year has by no means
been a failure. True, our attendance hasn't 1K'en
as large as it might, but it has been sufficient to
maintain interesting and instructive meetings.
We have undoubtedly overlooked opportunities
and made mistakes in some of the things we have
dote, but we have accomplished enough to make
the Chapter and its activities more than worthwhile.

tended the annual conference of the National
IIome Study Council held in Chicago. They had
hoped to be in town for a meeting of the Chapter.
but our schedules did not coincide. However,
your editorial staff met with Mr. Menne in the
Intel LaSalle for a quick review of our activities
and those of other Chapters and later all of us
attended a banquet which was opened with a half
hour of pleasing music by five charming ladies
and closed with a rousing fine talk by Mr. "Cy"
Frailey, of the staff of Northwestern University.
School of Commerce. Ills talk was titled "(.oat
Feathers." which we learned everybody has, because they are the unimportant and useless
things all of us do to waste time. Mr. Pìailey
advised all his hearers to go home and do some
goat- feather picking. It was a very sound and
inspirational talk which we wish all members of
the Chapter could have heard.

'l'he meetings at the homes of members are working out nicely. You can always get information
rc_ :irdiug meetings by phoning I'liairuutn Bennet t. Greenleaf -VW or Editor Morehead. Edge water 11177.

t r

i

Philadelphia- Camden Chapter
short review of the latest N. It. 1. lessons start
lug with lesson No. I; is cuing oven big. This is
being conducted by Librarian Al \\'ysoezauski on
the third 'Thursday. before the regular talk or
demonstration scheduled. Secretary Al Schiavoui
gene a were
talk on the component parts of
the l'hilco ;7 I. having ant extra large size drawing at the time. MenulK'rs were also interested
in a talk (III l :xlerual Itadio Noises. and several
practical experiences of their suppression, delivered by ('hairm:ni ('hurley Feint.
A

:

l

Vim Chairman Joe Strano has shown himself to
be a real optimist. having married not so long
ago, be now has purchased a ucw home. Joe Reinhardt and Treasurer Clarence Stokes have purchased an operating garage business. They named
it the I'hileam Garage. Joe is stationed at the
garage and Stokes claims lue will do a rattling
business in auto Radio. These boys now have
a combination business card with l'hilcatu Radio
Sales & Service on one side, and I'hilcam Garage
ou time other.

There is only one meeting scheduled during July
and August. hat two meetings a month are scheduled beginning September. We expect to pop
things olx'u with a humdinger meeting September
1 :ith. Details will be announced in due time.
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A Partial List of
C. B.

Leaders

Morehead, Chicago,

in the

N.R.I. Alumni Assen

Sant ,lnricck. Chicago, ill.
('harles J. Fehn. Philadelphia. Penna.

111.

Edward Sorg. Chicago. IiI.
J. Verlin Hunt. Richmond. Incl.
Leonard E. Close, Mt. Pleasant, Iowa.
Harry I.:diorite. Perry. Iowa.
\Gilliam B. Martin. Kansas City, Kans.
Karl Sonenl(crg, t'Ioverlaort. ICy.
\\ B. Parrish. Irahkfort. Ky.
Cecil Johnson, .\ lexanchia. I.a.
Robert lienule. Lewiston. Maine.
Hobert ('. Beall. Seabrook. Md.
oilier Lapointe. Salera. Mass.
Iles it. Smith. Sault Ste. Marie. Mich.
.lorgen R. Martinson, Minneapolis. Ilion.
holler .1ohnson..lr.. Sena tobia. Miss.
('laude \\'est. St. L ois. Mo.
\Vnt. Darlington, I:tlite.
i'Ioyd .\. mother(.. S, tSbintT. Nebr.
C. D. Parker. Lovel,nk. Nev.
l:. 1:arreti Darby, Woodsville. N. II.
Peter 1.. Monier. Passaic. N. ,I.

.loseph Barrette. Brooklyn. N. Y.
T. .1. Telaak, Buffalo. N. Y.
L. J. Kainert, Jliddle Village. N. Y.
C. Ii. \Iills. Detroit. \fich.
\\'. W. Jensen. Baltimore. Md.
J. B. GonIIh, Baltimore. \G1.
\\ inner (:lese. Baltimore. \id.
I. A. Willett. Baltimore. Md.
t'l:uenee Steed. \Cushington, It. ('.
\. Sehia-otai, Philadelphia. Penna.
Ketelhnl. Benton Harbor. Mich.
l'..1. Bowniah. .\IlaeiSLa, Va.
W. \Iercbnnt. .Ulin;tou. Va.
W. A. Ilnhrl;. \lianai. 1'111.
W. P. Browh1ow, Johnson City. Tenu.
.1. E. ('ollins, l'anis, Tenn.
J. D. \Vool. Archer City. Tex.
I.. I1. Watkins. Ogden, Utah.
H. E. Monroe. \liddlobht\. \'t.

Il:nr}

I

\\m. I'rerott, Rochelle. N..1.
,lathes E. 1:r:al(:an(. Hold's N \I
('harles W. I (ussinz. Syracuse. N. Y.
Glenn A. Williams, cuba, N.
Alison A. Lomax. Spencer, N. C.
Arvid Bye. Spring Brook. N. i)ak.
Frank Moore. Portsmouth. thin.
C. A. Drotleff. Ymnt_sbm'n.
G. Cordell. (thlab,nna, (thin.
Henry W. Freeman. Portland, Ore.
Clarence Stokes. Philadelphia. Penna.
Albert \lelrzak, Pittsburgh, Penna.
Clyde 1). Kiehach. Reading. l'enua.
Karl It. Smalley. Cranston. it. I.
ilorace C. \lain. Georgetown, S. C.
Noel .1. Lawson. Aberdeen, S. Dak.

Walton Colvin. orange, \'a.
It. l'. Kei1, Seattle. \\'ash.
Howard ('. Dit t nnna. \\'Lwliug. W. Va.
Williant \\'iesnuuu). l't. Atkinson, Wis.
Ivan II. Thompson. I.tuahtie, \\ yo.
Alvin L. ('antpl(cll. Burdett. Alta., Canada
.1. II. Sotithey, C:neohher. B. ('.. Canada
Henry ii. Sutton. I'lih I'Ion. Ilan.. t':uaatla
.1.

(

I

Fred .1. l'ellowes, Winnipeg. Ilan.. Canada
Wallare G. Conrail. Halifax, N. S.. Canada
C. M. G. Smith. Barrie, (htt., Canada
George Duff. Ft. \\'illiani.. ((ait.. ('anuda
t'. Gunning. Smiths Falls. ntl.. Canada
.1. 1, l lnnrcl.
nnnunondscille. i'. (?., Canada
Paul ihocost, Montreal. l'. Q., Canada
1:. II. Symons. Regina. Sask.. Canada
(

I

--n

ri

Directory of Officers

Directory of Chapters
Baltimore -I. A. Willett. Secretary. 4411 \rai,:ab
Ave.. Baltimore. Md.
Philadelphia -Camden
Clarence Stokes. Treasurer. 3405 Kensington Ave.. ihiladelphia. i'ta.
New York -L. .1. Knnert. Secretary, 9t; -11 74th

(To Serve Until January, 1939)

.

-

St.. Middle Village. h. I.. N. Y.
Buffalo -T. J. Telaak. Chairman. 957 Broadway,
Buffalo. N. Y.
Toronto-Ed. \Vitherstone, Secretary. 393 Nairn
Ave.. Toronto. Out.. Canada.
Chicago -Sam .Turicek, Secretary. 4423 N. Oakley Ave.. Chicago, ill.
Pittsburgh Albert Maas, Secretary, 9 S. Howard
Ave.. Bellevue, l'a.
Detroit -('. I1. Mills, Secretary. 54:5 1 th St.,
Detroit, Mich.

-
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President -P. J. Dunn, Baltimore, Mil.

Vice-i'residents-

Earl Bennett. Evanston. ill.
P. E. Oliver, Detroit. Mich.

Dr. Gen. B. Thompson, Los Angeles, Calif.
Allen McCloskey, Birmingham, Ala.

Secretary -Earl Merryman, Washington, D. t'.
Executive Secretary -- L. L. Menue, National
Ileadiptarters. Washington, D. C.
a

r

i

rnllirotI fraltvnnl relations among the
Alumni of the National Radio Institute, to promote the welfare of each alumnus bal interchange
of helpful information. to foster the spirit of
unity and loyalty to our Alma Mater.
"7'o

.
í;BáG
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From U.

S.

Service Notes Are Big Help

Naval Station, Cuba

delights me :t lot. "Radio
Marches On," "A Tribute to ltadio's Iletv,es,"
and "Alain' Extra Money Installing Bush- Ituttou
Tumors" all are nice reading.
NATIONAL ILADIo NLW S

AN'l'ol'l'llE,

1A01:is

Let the say a few words about our NATIONAI.
!Wilk it's swell. l'rint Elect rouies,
RADIO NE Nt
Imc. as oflon as you eau. The service sheet is a
big help. The day I get the N. R. Ni.ws I drop
eierything else :nul read the NEws through.

(lu:tulau:tuiu Ray, Cuba
n

I

Delta harms, I.a.

Thinks News

i

Tops

Is

N,trwx:u. Itmao
\s, Io my way of thinking.
contains just about everything a servieemmut can
hope for.
really thick it's Tops.
¡'iii °IL MA N,
Reading, Penna.
I

Many Letters Such

as This

Your article on Servicing l'ui
ceivers in the April -\lay issue
read in a lung time. enjoyed

\.a'.- I,.l'. Reas the hest I've
immensely.

\t

il

These Letters Please Us

A. K. VALLO,

MIuuesseu, I'euua.

Another Vote for Electronics, Inc.

.lust received my fourth I, i.>- of NATIONAI. It U.i
NEws and enjoy its eomplele coverage of 1111
portant Radio developments. Mr. Haas' etti
of "A Tribute to patio's I Ierues," was especially
enjoyable and Mr. Kaufut:ua's " \\ In' N. It. I.
Tu'aehes Theory" was encouraging. Keep up the
guts! work.

EDWARD W

>

\\Ertl

L'AIMER,

Gutth of Koswirk, N. B., Canada
r

i

Information Was Practical
The Nt.ws is swell.
midgets helped me on

r

i

More Cheers for Jay and Ozzie
many, niuty thanks for the second episode in the
life of Jay and Ozzie of Iae,t runits, Inc. May we
have another soon? The NEws is got tin_ better
and better. joist cannot see how su mnuIi news
tau ho ia:uunud iutn su small a space.
I

GEORGE .1.

1

i<i

'I

!,id
o

L.A N n,
t

n

s1111'\

.1.

i\

East Litcrpnel, Ihiu

line
íe11
nt hotu tnttch
enjoyed ils.
of 1 :Ierlrutücs. lue. I enjoy all the stories
in the NEws, but I especially like Electronics, Inc.
a

Greatly

.

l

1

Ju,

ADAM ('IIEitAx1IE,

i

article on -\.l'.- lt.t',

jobs.

RUSSELL MCKEE,
New York, N. Y.

n.ri

Claude, Texas

Now Calm Yourself, Mr. Alger!
may I at this time thank you for the timely article on servicing A.('.- li.l'. Universal receivers.
Also the atrtirle uu Push- Itutlun Timing was of
great interest to me. The only complaint that
can make concerning the NEWS is that I nearly
have a nervous break -down waiting for the next

issue.

EARL C. ALGER,
N. Y.

Johnson City,
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New WGY Antenna

Washington Monument

NATIONAL

From a new steel antenna tower 70 feet higher
than the Washington monument, General Electric's station. \\'(:Y. in Schenectady, N. Y., will
soon be radiating its 50.000 -watt signals to the
four corners of the country.

NEWS

Is

Taller Than

¡Mat

The lofty steel structure, nine feet square, rest,
on a porcelain insulator but Sll inches in liait!
('ter at its base. This porcelain unit insulates
the "live" tower (ruin the ground. for the entire
lower. ladder and platforms included. is the
active antenna or radiator. The porcelain insulator bears a total weight of :011.1111(1 pounds and
before installatioii tras tested by the Ilureau of
Sttuol :u'ds to an ultimate strength of Y.1S0,(I00
pounds.
(

Tite tower is supported toy eight niassive steel
guy lines, two attached to each of the roll'' sides
nitr guy lines aire attached at
of the turret'.
2:I(1-foul level and fotV al 500-faut !('eels '!'lues(.
lines are stretched out -roil feel from the tower
to concrete anchors buried deep in the gruttutl.
I

Each cable is strung with seven insulators to
prevent any dirersiot of signal strength from
the antenna. At the point of :ittaehuteut, to the
tower the guy starts with a T(Nt- pound insulator:
and then at intervals along each steel cable.
breaking the cable into segments. are six other
insulators, each weighing 30(I pounds.

\\'hile the tower itself occupies relatively little
Enid. the complete antenna s\ stem with the
ground si-den' corers 20 acres. Thirteen miles
Of cepp, r ribbon. one inch wide and fifteen
thoiisaudllis of an inch thick. are buried is
incite" under the ground and radiate out to :a
ilistati('(' of i:_:i feet from the base of the tower
in all directions.
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A 10N00 -watt

flasher hea('oti at the top will give
waroin_ tu aviators. aal iss addition Ihere will
be ('((ustauitl' :lowing lights nit different levels
of the tower. To provide creator risibility during dull aal misty (Ines. the tuwor has been
painted in alternate seat ions of or:l'ige and tvhite.

$60,000,000 to Servicemen
Basic statistics of Radio, as of January I. 191S.
compiled by the popular magazine, " L'oddo
Today" revealed that Uncle Sam's annual bill
for Radio is $912.0tNt,ti00 a yeti'. I)f this amount
$00,000,000 passed front set owners to servicemen
for repairs and servicing. These staggering figures speak for themselves.
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